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The problem of allocating the production cost of a finite bundle of infinitely divisible
consumption goods by means of prices is a basic problem in economics. This paper extends the
recent axiomatic approach in which one considers a class of cost problems and studies the maps
from the class of cost problems to prices by means of the properties these prices satisfy. The
class of continuously differentiable costs functions used in previous studies is narrowed to the
subclass containing non-decreasing, homogeneous of degree one and convex functions. On this
subclass it is shown that there exists a unique continuous price mechanism satisfying axioms
similar to those assumed in previous studies.

1. Introduction

The problem of allocating the production cost of a finite bundle of
infinitely divisible consumption goods (or services) by means of per unit costs
or prices is a basic problem in economics. Recently an axiomatic approach
has been proposed [Billera-Heath (1982) and Mirman- Tauman (1982)J in
which one considers a class of cost problems and studies the maps from that
class of cost problems to prices by means of the properties these prices
satisfy. In that approach a cost function is a function F: R~ ~ R, with F(O)= 0,
where for x in R~, F(x) is interpreted as the cost of producing the bundle
x = (Xi' ..., xn) of commodities.1 A cost problem is a pair (F, cx) where F is a
cost function and cx is in R~ +, the strictly positive orthant of Rn (i.e., all
components CXiof cx are strictly positive). The vector cx is interpreted as the
vector of quantities produced. A mapping 1jJ(',') that associates with each
cost problem (F, cx) (F:R~ ~R, cx in R~ +) from a given class of cost
problems, a set of price vectors IjJ(F,cx)eRn is called a price correspondence.

A price correspondence is cost sharing if for every P = (P 1>"" Pn) in

IjJ(F,cx),'IPiCXi=F(cx). In some circumstances setting cost sharing prices that
charge each bundle {3,0 < {3< cx, of commodities no more than F({3), the cost
of producing {3, is desirable. This leads to the definition of the core price
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correspondence, C(F, ex). A price P = (P 1"'" P n) is in C(F, ex) if and only if
Ip;ex;=F(ex) and for all O<f3<ex, Ip;f3;-::::'F(f3). For a given cost problem
(F, ex), C(F, ex) might be empty, might consist of a single price vector or of
many (a continuum of) price vectors. When the price correspondence Ij;(-,')
assigns a single price vector to each cost problem in the class under
consideration, it is called a price mechanism. In that case we denote by
P(F, ex)the unique vector in Ij;(F, ex).

Recent papers [e.g., Mirman-Tauman (1982), Billera-Heath (1982), Samet-
Tauman (1982)J study the class of cost problems (F, ex) in which F is any
continuously differentiable function on R"+. For that class of cost problems
several price mechanisms could be defined. Among these is the marginal cost
price mechanism given by

aF
P;(F,ex)=-

a
(ex),

Xi

the Aumann-Shapley price mechanism given by

1 aF
FieF, ex)= J-

a
(tex)dt,

0 X;

or more generally, for every probability measure J-lon [O,lJ one could define
the price mechanism P given by

1 aF
P;{F, ex)= S -a (tex)dJ-l(t).

0 Xi

All the above price correspondences (which are in fact price mechanisms)
satisfy several natural properties,2 among which are resealing invariance, i.e.,
independence of the units of measurement; superadditivity, ie., Ij;(F,ex)+
Ij;(G, ex)c Ij;(F + G, ex), for all ex in R"+ + and all F, G: R"+ ~ R, in the class of
cost functions (for a price mechanism the inclusion reduces to equality and
thus super additivity reduces to additivity); positivity, i.e., for all exin R"++ if F
and G are cost functions for which F - G is non-decreasing at each X<ex,
then Ij;(F, ex)c Ij;( G, ex) + R"+ (for a price mechanism this reduces to
Ij;(F, ex)> Ij;(G, ex));and consistency which (roughly speaking) means, for price
mechanisms, that the prices of two commodities having the same effect on
costs are the same.

Both Mirman- Tauman (1982) and Billera-Heath (1982) proved that for
the class of continuously differentiable cost problems the Aumann-Shapley

2These properties generalize those found in Bi1lera-Heath (1982) and Mirman- Tauman (1982).
For additional discussion, see also Samet- Tauman (1982).
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price mechanism is the unique3 one which is cost sharing and satisfies the
above mentioned four properties, i.e., additivity, rescaling invariance,
consistency and positivity. Samet and Tauman (1982) have also characterized
marginal cost prices by a similar set of axioms.

The above mentioned price correspondences are well defined on the larger
class q; of all cost problems (F,a) where aER~+ and F:R~~R is any
continuous cost function for which 8FI8xi exists and is continuous at each y
in R~ with Yi >0.

In the study of long run production it is natural to assume that cost
functions are non-decreasing, I-homogeneous (homogeneous of degree one)
and convex. Let Yfc be the class of cost problems (F, a) in q; with F:R~ ~R
non-decreasing, I-homogeneous and convex.

For the class q; of cost problems all4 the price correspondences mentioned
above differ. Restricting attention to Yfc, all these price correspondences
coincide and consist of a single price vector. Our main aim is to put this
'coincident price' on an axiomatic foundation and to explicate certain
underlying principles which lead to this unique price vector. To set the stage
for this, we take a map IjJfrom YfC to sets of prices and look for a minimal
list of plausible properties which are common to all these price
correspondences and which uniquely characterize the 'coincident prices'. for
smooth convex cost functions that are homogeneous of degree one.

The formal definitions and statements of the results are presented in
section 2. The proof of the main theorem is presented in section 3. A
discussion of the axioms will follow in section 4.

The present contribution is inspired by a recent development in the theory
of non-atomic economies, Dubey-Neyman (1982). The proof in the present
paper is similar in structure but different in detail from the one in Dubey-
Neyman (1982). Also the proof, part of which is closely related to the one in
Mirman-Neyman (1982), is self-contained; in order to save time for readers
familiar with that paper the same notation is used here.

2. Definitions and statements of results

The class of all functions F: R~ ~ R with F(O) = 0 is denoted by ~n' A cost
problem is an ordered pair (F,a) where FE~n and a=(al>...,an) is in R~+
(i.e., ai>O, for all i=l,...,n). The set U:=l~ xR~+ of all cost problems is
denoted by ff. If <§is a subset of ~ we denote by <§nthe set <§n (~n XR~ +).
Let <§be a class of cost problems, i.e., <§c:~. A price correspondence for <§is

,"

3Uniqueness on certain classes of piecewise continuously differenciable cost problems has been
shown by Samet et al. (1983).

4The price mechanism, Pi(F, a) =f& (oFjoxJ(ta) d,u(t), associated with the probability measure,u
on [0,1J is well defined on £0 if and only if ,u does not have an atom at zero. Hence measures
having an atom at 0 are excluded.
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a correspondence 1jt:~~U:=lRn [i.e., for every (F,a) III ~,

Ijt(F,a)cU:=l RnJ such that if(F,a)E~n,Ijt(F,a)cRn.
Each vector A= (Ab" ., An) in R"++ induces a mapping A:Rn~ Rn that is

given by

AX =A(X1"'" xn) = (XdA1"'" Xn/ An),

and also induces a mapping A :§"n~§"n that is given by

(AF)(x) =F(AX).

For A eRn we denote by AA the set {Aa:a E A}. For A =(Ab"" An) in R"++,
A -1 denotes the vector (A11,. . . , A; 1). A subset ~ of §" is resealing invariant
if for all n = 1,2,..., and all A in R"++ and all (F, a) in ~n' the cost problem
(AF, A-la) is in ~n" A subset ~ of §" is additive if for all n and all a in R"++, if
(F,a) and (G,a) are in ~n' then (F+G,a) is in ~n'

Definition 2.1. Let ~ be a resealing invariant set of cost problems. A price
correspondence for ~ is resealing invariant, if for every positive integer n,
every A in R"++, and every (F, a) in ~n'

Ijt( AF, A-la) = AIjt(F, a).

Definition 2.2. Let ~ be an additive set of cost problems. A price
correspondence for ~ is superadditive, if for every positive integer n, and
every (F, a), (G, a) in ~n'

Ijt(F + G, a):::> Ijt(F, a) + Ijt( G, a).

By an ordered partition T=(Tb...,~) of {1,2,...,m} we mean an
ordered tuple of non-empty disjoint subsets of {I, . . . , m}, such that

U?=l ~={1,...,m}. Each ordered partition T=(T1,...,~) of {l,...,m}
induces a mapping T: Rm ~ Rn that is given by

Tx =(x(T1), x(T2),..., x(~)),

where for 1ic{l,...,m} and X in Rm, x(~)=IjETiXj' It also induces a
mapping T:~~§"m that is given by

TF(x)=F(Tx) for all F in ~ and x in R~.

A subset ~ of §" is said to be consistent if for every positive integer nand
every ordered partition T=(T1,..., ~) of {I,..., m} and every (F, a) in ~n' the
cost problem (TF, f3) is in ~m whenever f3E R~ + is such that Tf3 = a.

L
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Definition 2.3. Let '§ be a consistent class of cost problems. A price
correspondence IjJ for '§ is consistent if for every ordered partition
T=(Tl,...,~) of {I,...,m} where m>n and every 13 in R:+ such that
(F,Tf3)E'§n, if PEIjJ(F,TI3) and QERm is given by Qj=Pi, wherejE7;, then;
Q E IjJ(TF, 13).

A class of cost problems '§ that is additive, rescaling invariant and
consistent is called admissaNe.

Definition 2.4. Let '§ be an admissable class of cost problems. A cost
allocation price correspondence, 'c.A.P.c.', for '§ is a price correspondence IjJ
for '§ that it superadditive, consistent, rescaling invariant, and such that if
(F,a)E'§n with F(x)=:Li=lCiXi then IjJ(F,a)={(cl,...,Cn)}'

For each a in R: + we define a semimetric drxon /Fn by

k

drx(F,G)=sup :LI(F(Xi)-F(Xi-l))_(G(Xi)-G(Xi-l))l,
i=l

(2.5)

where the supremum is taken over all chains 0 = XO< Xl <. . . <Xk = a.
We will also use the notation IIF-Gllrx for drx(F,G). Note that the range of

drxis [0, 00] and that if both F and G are monotonic then da(F, G) is finite..
Actually drx(F,G) is finite if and only if F - G is a difference F' - G' where F,'

and G' are in /Fn and are monotonic on {xER: :O<x<a}. An equivalent
definition for the semimetric drx is: drx(F,G)=inf{aER+: there are non-
decreasing functions Fa, Ga in /Fn with Fa(a) + Ga(a) =a and F+Fa-G, G

+ Ga-F are both I\on-decreasing on {x ER: :O<x <a}, where inf <P= 00.

Definition 2.6. A price correspondence IjJfor a set of cost problems '§ is said
to be continuous if there exists a constant C such that for all n, all (F, a),
(G, a) in '§n and all P in IjJ(F,IX)there is a Q in 1jJ(G, a) with

l(p-Q)'f3l<CIIF-Gllrx for all O<{3<a.

A discussion of the continuity property will be found in section 4.
For each n let ~n be the class of all cost problems (F, a) where a ER: +

and F:R: ---tR is continuous with F(O) = O. Let ElJn be the class of all cost
problems (F, a) in ~n for which OFjOXiexists and is continuous at each point
y in R: with Yi >0. Let ~ (~) be the class of all cost problems (F, a) in ElJn
(in ~n) where F is I-homogeneous, i.e., F(ax)=aF(x) for all a in R+ and all
x in R:. Let .Yt'~(it'~) be the class of all cost problems (F, a) in ~ (in it'n)
that are non-decreasing, i.e., F(x) > F(y) whenever 0 <y< x, and subadditive,
i.e., for all x, y in R:, F(x+y) <F(x)+F(y). Note that for cost functions that
are I-homogeneous, sub additivity is equivalent to convexity. We denote by
ElJ,£' and .Yt'c the classes U:= 1 ElJn, U:= l.Yt'n and U:= 1 .Yt'~, respectively. It

L
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is straightforward to verify that each of the classes f!lJ, yp and ypc is
admissible. Our main result is:

Theorem 2.7. There exists a unique continuous c.A.P.C. I/; on ypc.

The assumptions of this theorem could be classified into two categories:
assumptions on the domain ypc of the correspondence 1/;, mainly
homogeneity, smoothness, convexity and mono tonicity and the required
properties of 1/;. We will show in section 4 that except for convexity and
monotonicity all of these assumptions are essential for the conclusion of
Theorem 2.7. Dropping either convexity or monotonicity does not affect the
uniqueness and indeed we have:

Theorem 2.8. Let 'fJ be either the class of all (F, IX) in yp with F
nondecreasing or the class of all cost problems (F, IX)in yp with F convex. Then
there exists a unique continuous c.A.P.c. I/;for 'fJ.

We would like to mention that there is no trivial way of deducing
Theorem 2.7 from Theorem 2.8 and vice versa. Conceptually Theorem 2.7 is
more appealing than Theorem 2.8 since both subadditivity and monotonicity
are natural properties of long-run cost production functions. Therefore a
detailed proof of Theoreom 2.7 will be presented (in section 3) while only an
outline will be given for the proof of Theorem 2.8.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.7

For a function F:R~ ~R, and b in R~ + we denote by IIFilbthe supremum
of Ii = l/F(Xi) - F(xi -1) I taken over all chains 0 <X°..s...< Xl = b. For y in
Rn we denote by IIyl11the norm I IYi I.

We start with a result that is needed for the proof of Theorem 2.7 but is
also of independent interest.

Theorem 3.1. Let 'fJ be an admissible class of cost problems. Let (F, IX) and
(G, IX) be in 'fJn where G(x) = I CiXi is a linear function. Assume that

(i) F(x) = G(x) for all O<X<IX with IxdIXi-xj/IXjl<6I(xdIXi)for some 6>0;
and

(ii) there exists an A > 0 such that for all 0 < Y< IX,

IIF-Glly <AIIylk

Then for every continuous C.A.P.c.1/; on 'fJ, I/;(F,IX)={(Cb...,Cn)}'

I.
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Proof Using resealing invariance we may assume without loss of generality
that (X= e where e denotes the vector in R"+ with ei = I/n for all 1<i< n. We
use the same symbol e for different values of n; no confusion should result.
For x in Rn we denote by Ilxlll the norm I IXi I and by IIxl12 the norm

CL x?)t.

Fix a positive integer K and let M be the set {I,2,...,nK}. Let
Tk = (Tt..., T~), 1~ k < K, be K ordered partitions of M that satisfy the
following properties:

(i)
I T71 = nK - 1 for all 1 < k < K and all 1 <i< n, where for a set A we denote
by

I

A
I

the number of elements of A; and
(ii) if for every pair i,j with 1 < i,j < n and every 1 <k< K we denote by

frj the function on M that is given by

f7,j(m) = 1 if m E T7,

= - 1 if m E T~J'

0 otherwise,

then for alII <k<k'<K,

I f7,j(m)f7:im) =0.
mEM

(3.2)

To show that such a sequence of ordered partitions does indeed exist,
identify M with all functions h: {I,..., K} ~{I,..., n}, (there are exactly nK
such functions), and let T7 = {h :h(k) = i}.

Let I/Jbe a continuous C.A.P.c. for C§.Note that I/J(G,e)={(ci>""cn)} and
that if jET~ then I/Jj(TkG,e)={cJ. We must prove that I/J(F,e)=I/J(G,e).
Since I/J(G, e) contains only one price vector, it is enough to prove that if p is
a price vector in I/J(F,e) -I/J( G, e) then p = O. Let p = (Pi>..., Pn)E I/J(F,e)-
I/J(G, e). Let pk be the vector in Rnk given by pJ= Pi whenever j E T7. By
consistency it follows that pkEI/J(TkF,e)-I/J(TkG,e). The sequence pk,
1 <k<K, satisfies the following property: For every 1 <k<K,

nK m n

I Ip~l= I I Ip~l= I nK-llpi!=nK-lllplk
m=l i=l mET~ i=l

(3.3)

Q.E.D.

.
Lemma 3.4. There is a universal constant C > 0 (i.e., independent of nand K),
such that for every n, every K, every such sequence of ordered partitions

I
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T1, . . . , TK and every p in Rn, there is a subset K of {I, 2, . . . , K} such that

L pk/ll>Cft/iP nK-l.
kEK 1

Proof This is Lemma 3.3 of Mirman-Neyman (1982).
For every 1]> 0, qJ(lJ) will denote the set of all vectors y in R"+ with

I Yi - Yj I < lJ /I Y /I 1 and ~(lJ) will denote all Y in qJ(lJ) for which 0 <y< e. Note
that our assumptions imply that on ~(b), F and G coincide (recall that
we assumed w.l.o.g. that a = e). Let lJ> 0 and 0 < [3< 1 be such that
lJ+ 1 - [3::;,b. Q .E.D.

Lemma 3.5. For any x, Y in RnK with O<x<y<e and /lxlll>[3llylll and for
every 1 <k<K,

Tkx E ~(lJ)=> Tky E ~(b).

Proof Tkx E ~(lJ) implies that for every 1 <i, j < n,

n
Ix(Tn-x(TJ)I<lJ L x(T7)=lJIIXlk As /lxlll > [3/1ylll>

i = 1

ly(T7)-x(Tnl + /y(TJ)-x(TJ)1 «l-[3)/lylk

Therefore,

ly(T7) - y(TJ)1 < Ix(T7) -x(TJ) 1+ ly(Tn -x(T7)/ + ly(TJ) -x(TJ)/

<lJ/lXlll +(l-[3)/lylll <lJllylll +(l-[3)llylll <bllylk Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.6. For every positive integer R and every subset K of {I,..., K},

de(L- TkF,
L-

TkG
) <KA[3R+(n-l)lJ-1[3-lAR.

kEK kEK

.'

Proof In what follows we identify with each function frj:M ~R,
1 <i<j<n, 1 <k<K, the vector (f7,j(1),...,f7,j(nK)) in the Euclidean space
RnK. The inner product of two vectors x, y in RnK will be denoted by <x, y).
Observe that for given l~k<K and x in RnK with O<x<e, TkxE~(lJ) if
and only if for all 1<i<j<n, I <ft;,x>l<lJllxlk By (3.~0) of Mirman-
Neyman (1982) for every x in R"+, I{k:l <k<K, Tkx~~(lJ)}I«x,x)nK
(n-i)lJ-ljllx/ii. For all xERn:, <X,X)=Lx7«maxi~lxi)Lxi and thus for
all x E R,,+Kwith 0::;' x <e, <x, x) < Ilxllln -K. Therefore

l
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I

{k: 1<k;£ K, Tkx t/=Cfj(17)}
I

«n -1)17 - 2/11X 111'
(3.7)

In order to prove Lemma 3.6 we have to prove that for every subset K of
{I K} d

..
0 -

0 < 1 < < 1- .
R nK

,..., an every mcreaslng sequence -X =x =...=x -e m ,

t ( L-
TkF(xS)-

L-
TkG(XS) ) - ( L-

TkF(xs-1)-
L-

TkG(XS-1) )
s=l kEK kEK kEK kEK

1

= L L ((F(TkxS)-G(TkxS))-(F(TkxS-1)-G(TkxS-1)))
s=l kEK

< KA[3R + (n -1)17- 2[3-1 AR.

For 1 <s< I and 1 <k< K we denote by g(k, s) the difference (F(TkxS)-
G(Tkxs))-(F(Tkxs-1)-G(Tkxs-1)). As the left-hand side of the last
inequality is bounded from above by LkEKL~=llg(k,s)1 it is enough to prove
that

I

L L Ig(k, s) I<KA[3R +(n-1)ry-2[3-1 AR.
kEKs=l

(3.8)

By adding elements to the sequence (XS)~=o we may assume without loss of
generality that for every non-negative integer r, 0 <r< R, there is an Sr,
1<sr <I, with IIxsrl11 =[3r. The equality IITkxSRl11=[3R and the inequality
L~~1Ig(k,s)I<IIF-GIITkxSR<AIITkxSRI11 imply that

SR

L L Ig(k,s)1 < JKIA[3R<KA[3R.
kEKs=l

(3.9)

For each given 1<r< Rand 1<k< K with Tkxsr E C(ry) it follows from
Lemma 3.5 that TkxSEC«5) for all sr<S<Sr-1 and thus g(k,s)=O which
imply L~r~s1r+1Ig(k,s)1=0. For every given 1 <k<K and 1 <r<R we have

Sr-1 Sr-1

L Ig(k,s)l< L Ig(k,s)I<IIF-GIITkxs,_,<A[3r-1.
s=sr+1 s=l

Inequality (3.7) implies that

Altogether we conclude that
I{k:l <k<K, TkxSr~C(ry)}I«n-l)17-21[3r.

"

Sr-1

L L Ig(k,s)1 «(n-1)ry-21[3r)A[3r-1 =A(n-1)17-2[3-1.
kEKs=s+lr

(3.10)

J.Math-D
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Summing (3.10) over alII <r<R we have

so

L L Ig(k,s)I«n-l)1J-2.B-1AR,
keKs=sR+1

(3.11)

which together with (3.9) implies (3.8). This completes the proof of lemma
3.6.

To prove the theorem we choose a sequence (R(K))~= 1 of positive integers
so that ft.BR(K)+(n-l)1J-2.B-1R(K)/ft~0 as K~co [for instance take
R(K) to be the integer part of KjJ Consider the sequence of pairs of cost
problems (LkeKTkF,e) and (LkeKTkG,e) where K is a subset of {1,...,K}

such that IILkeKpk 111> Cftllpl11nK (the existence of such K follows by
Lemma 3.4). Note that by consistency and superadditivity there is QK in

"k -K'" k -K K" k .t/!(L,.keKT G,e) and Q III t/!(L,.keKT F,e) so that Q -Q =L,.keKP' As

LkeK TkG is a linear function, t/!(LkeK TkG,e) contains a single element, QK,

and thus continuity of t/! implies the existence of a positive constant B such
that

sup {I(QK_QK)'.BI :.BERnK,O<.B<e} <B L TkF - L TkG
.

keK keK e

(3.12)

Note that

sup {1(QK_QK)_PI:PER"K,O<p<e)~sup{
C~/k}p :o<p<e}

>! L pk n-K>Cftllplld2.
keK 1

(3.13)

Combining (3.12) and (3.13),

cftllpl11 <2B L TkF- L TkG
.

keK keK e

By Lemma 3.6 the right-hand side of this inequality is bounded from above
by KA.BR(K)+(n-l)1J-2.B-1 AR(K) and thus Clip 111<2BA(ft .BR(K)+
(n-l)1J-2.B.-1R(K)/ft)~0, as K~co. Thus the last inequality could hold
only if lip111=0, i.e., p=O which completes the proof of Theorem
3.1. Q.E.D.

..
Proposition 3.14. For every (F,rx) in .1f~ and every 8>0 there is (F*,rx) in
.1f~, and Cl' . . . , cn in R + and (j> 0 satisfying

l
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(i) IIF* -Flla<£,

( ii) F*(x) = l:>lXi for all O<x<et with l(xjetJ

-(x)etj) 1< (5L (xjetJ

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that et=e. Let G:R~~R
be given by

G(x) =F(x) + £11;"2.

Note that (G, e) is in £~ and that

IIG-Flle= 8";"2 <i. (3.15)

For t>O, let Gt:R~~R be given by

Gt(x) =max {G(x), (G'(e) + te)' xJ,

where G'(e) is the gradient of G at e, i.e., G'(e) =((8G/8xl)(e),... , (8G/8xn)(e».
Note that Gt is continuous, I-homogeneous and convex. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.16. IIG-Gtlle~O as t~O+.

Proof Denote by Qt the subset of R~ of all points x E R~ for which
Gt(x) > G(x), i.e., (G'(e)+te)'x>G(x). As (G'(e)+te)'x is concave and
1-homogeneous (it is linear) while G is convex and I-homogeneous it
follows that Qt U{a} is a cone in R~. Note that for all t> 0, e E Qt.
As G'(e) + te is increasing in t, Qt' C Qt whenever t' < t. Let Xk E Qk -1 be a
sequence of points that converges to y in R~ with Ilylll = 1. Then
G(y) = limk-> coG(Xk) < limk-> co(G'(e) + k-le) . Xk = G'(e)' y. Since G is strictly
convex on {YER~ :llylll = I} [it is the sum of a convex function F and a
strictly convex function (£/3)11.112J,the inequality G'(e)'x<G(x), the linearity
of G'(e)'x and the equality G'(e)'e=G(e) imply that y=e. Therefore the cones
Qt u {a}, t>O, converge to the cone generated by e as t~O+. Therefore,
using homogeneity of G and continuity of G'(-) at "e, for every 17>0 there is
to sufficiently small so that x, y E Qto implies that

, IG(x) - G(y) -(x- y). G'(e)! <17llx- ylk (3.17)
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Note that

II
Gt - Glle ~ sup {1(Gt - G)(x) -(Gt - G)(y) 1/llx- yIIl}'

where the supremum is taken over all x, y in R"+. Continuity of Gt - G and
the equality of Gt and G on R"+\Qt imply that the supremum can be taken
over all x, y in Qt. But for x, y in Qt,

I(Gt - G)(x) -(Gt - G)(y)
I c

I(G/(e) + te).(x- y) -(G(x) - G(y)) I.

For t~to it follows, from (3.17), that this is bounded from above by (t+17)11
x-ylfl and thus limsuPt-+o+ IIGt-Glle <17. As this is true for all 17>0 the
lemma follows.

Let f> 0 be such that for 0 < t < 2f,
II

Gt - G lie < 8/3 and Qt is contained in
the interior of R"+. Define F*:R"+-+R by

21
F*(x) = (l/f) S

Gt(x)dt.
1

Note that F* is an average of the continuous, I-homogeneous convex
functions Gt, f < t < 2f which are uniformly bounded on compact sets and
thus F* is a well defined, continuous, I-homogeneous, convex function. Also,
as II lie is a semi-norm on~, IIF*-Glle<suPo<t<2111Gt-Glle<8/3 and
therefore

IIF*-Flle < IIG-Flle +8/3 <28/3 <8.

In order to complete the proof of Proposition 3.14 we still must show that
of* /OXi exists and is continuous at each point y for which Yi > O.

For each such y, OGt/OXi(Y)'exists for all t < 2f but at most one value of t
and is bounded by max {oG/OXi(y),(G/(e) +te)d and therefore

of* 121 oGt
-(y) =- S -(y) dr.
ox. f ~ ox.

I 'I

Let s(y)=max{O<t:Gt(y)G(y)}. Then we have

"

of* 121 oG 121

(OG

)- (y) =- S -(y)!(t < s(y))dt +-=S ;;-(e)+t !(t>s(y))dt,ox. f ~ ox. t ~ uX.I 'I
, I

.
where ! denotes the indicator function. As s(y) is continuous at each point y
with Yi >0, continuity of OF*/OXi follows. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.14. Q.E.D.

I
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Lemma 3.18. For each F:R"+~R that is I-homogeneous with IIFlle<co, there
is an A> 0 such that

IIFlly<Allylk

Proof Note that for every F in ffn,
II

F Ilx is non-decreasing in x, and if F is
I-homogeneous, so is IIFllxo Therefore, as y<ellyilln, we deduce that

IIFlly <nllFllellylk

The proof of Theorem 2.7 is now easily completed. Let (F, Li)be in £~. By
Proposition 3.14 for every B>O there is (Fi,Li) in £~ with IIFi-Flla<B and
satisfying condition (i) of Theorem 3.1, where G(x) = (Fi)'(Li)'X. Since both Fi
and ((Fi)'(Li))'(-) are I-horpoge.neo~s and non-decreasing, !IFi-Glle<coo
Therefore, by Lemma 3.18 Fi and G also satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem
301.Therefore, I/J(Fi,Li)= {(Fi)'(Li)} and by continu~ty I/J(F,Li)= {F'(Li)}, which
completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. Q.E.D.

3.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.8.

The proof follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.7. The main
difference between the proof of Theorem 2.7 and the proof of Theorem 2.8 is
in proving an analog of Proposition 3.14.

Proposition 3.14*. let c§ be either the class of all (F, Li) in £ with F non-
decreasing or the class of all cost problems (F, Li) in £ with F convex. Then,
for every (F,Li) in C§nand every 8>0 there is (F*,Li) in C§nand C1"",Cn in R
and b > 0 satisfying:

(i) IIF*-Flla<8,

(ii) F*(x) = L CiXi for all 0 <x< Li with

I

(XdLii) -(X)Lij) 1< b L (XdLiJ.

.

Outline of the proof Without loss of generality we assume that Li= e. First
assume that C§ is the class of all (F, Li) in £ with F non decreasing. Let
(F,Li)EGn and let Ct={xER"++:I(xdxj)-II<t}. Let Ft be the smallest non-
decreasing function from R"+ to R such that for all x in Ct, Ft(x) = (F'(e)
+ te) .x. Note that both, Ft and max (Ft, F) are I-homogeneous, non-
decreasing and continuous. For sufficiently small f> 0, it can be shown that
the function F*: R"+~ R given by -
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(
1

)
2f

F*(x) = f I
max (P(x), F(x)) dt

obeys (i) and (ii) and (F*, e) E '§.

For the class '§ of all cost problems (F, ex)in Yf with F convex, the proof is
the same as that of Proposition 3.14. This completes the outline of the proof
of Proposition 3.14.*

The other difference between the proof of Theorem 2.7 and the proof of
Theorem 2.8 is in the demonstration of the finiteness of IIF* - G/I<x,where

G:R: *R is given by G(x) = (F*)'(ex)'x. When F* is non-decreasing this is
obvious. When F* is convex it follows from the existence of a linear function
G:R~ *R with (F*-G-G)(x)<O for all x in R~ and the fact that any
convex, I-homogeneous and non-positive function from R~ to R is non-
. .
IncreaSIng.

4. Comments on the assumptions

In this section we discuss the tightness of the assumption of our maIn
theorem and make some further observations.

The main theorem states that there is a unique price correspondence
I/J:Yfc

*U:= 1
Rn satisfying:

(4.1) superadditivity,
(4.2) consistency,
(4.3) continuity,
(4.4) exER~+,F:R~ *R,F linear=> I/J(F, ex)= {F'(ex)},
(4.5) resealing invariance.

It turns out that this unique price correspondence satisfies on YfC the
following additional properties:

(4.6) cost sharing,
(4.7) positivity: exE R~ +, F - G non-decreasing on

{x E R~ :0 < x S ex}=>I/J(F, ex) c I/J(G, ex) + R~,

(4.8) additivity,
(4.9) II/J(F,ex)I=1.

.

We will show that each of the assumptions (4.1)-(4.4) is essential by
showing in Examples 4.10 through 4.13 that uniqueness is no longer implied
if anyone of these requirements is dropped.

l
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Example 4.10 (superadditivity). For every (F, a) in £~, let a(F, a) be defined
as sup {F(x) + F(y) - F(x + y):O < x, y; x + y::;;a}. Let t/J be the unique
continuous c.A.P.c. for £c and define a price correspondence ( for £c by:
if (F, a) E £~ then

(F, 0) ~ {p E R"c: L: Ip, - 1/J,(F, oJlo, < a(F, aJ,p. a = F(aJ}.

Then ( obeys (4.2)-{4.6) but violates (4.1).

Example 4.11 (consistency). We start by defining a price mechanism t/J for
the class g; of all cost problems. For every vector a in R'!r+ and every subset
S of {1, . . . , n} we denote by as the vector in R'!r that is given by

(as). = aiI
if i E S,

=0 if i ~ S.

For every integer n > 1 and every cost problem (F, a) in g;n x R'!r +,
associate the finite game v = V{F,IX),in coalitional form on the set N = 1,2,..., n
of players that is given by

v(S) =F(as).

Let cp denote the Shapley value for finite games and define the prices
mechanism t/Jby

(cpV{F. IX»)({i})
t/Ji(F,a) =

ai
for all 1<i< n.

It is easy to verify that this price mechanism is additive, cost sharing,
positive, continuous, and resealing invariant, and obeys (4.4) on all of g;, and
thus obeys these properties on every class of cost problems. In particular it
satisfies these properties for £c, but it violates consistency. Moreover it
obeys on Yfc weak consistency: for all (F, a) E £~ if F(Xb"" xn) = f(x! +...
+xn) on {xER~:O<x<a} then t/Ji(F, a)=t/J(J, Lai)'

Example 4.12 (continuity).
(F, a) E £~,

The price mechanism Ifi on £C gIven by: if

.

5This price mechanism for the class of continuously differentiable cost problems was suggested
by Andras Simonovitz in order to show that weak consistency is essential for the results of
Mirman- Tauman (1982) and could not be replaced by symmetry, i.e., by permutational
mvanance.
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l/ii(F, a) =
F(a{i}),

ai

obeys properties (4.1), (4.2), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7)-(4.9).
The price correspondence t/J for ;YPCgiven by: if (F, a) E ;yP~,

t/J(F,a)={PER~:P'a=F(a) and P<I/i(F,a)}

obeys (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4)-(4.7) but violates continuity.
We will now show that both the homogeneity and the smoothness

assumption on the domain ;YPCare essential for the theorem by showing that
dropping anyone of these does not yield a unique continuous c.A.P.c. We
start by addressing differentiability. Using a recent development (due to
Mertens) in the theory of values of nonatomic games it can be shown that
there exists aC9ntin~ol,lsC.A..P.C. t/J.fpr. ~c,.~ithlt/!(F,rt)I.. lJQr ~11(F,a}in
XC. The core price correspondence C(.,.) for Xc is also a continuous'

c.A.P.c. As there are eost problems (F, a) in XC' with
I

C(F, a) 1= 00, we

conclude that t~ere is more than .one. co~tinuous .c.i\.f..c.[or *.c. ..Nextwe .
address homogeneity. It can be shown that for any probability measure J.lon
[0,1J that is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesque measure v
with dJ.ljdv bounded on [0, 1J, the price mechanism t/JJL on f!) that is given by

1

t/J JL(F, a) = JF'(ta)dJ.l(t)
0

is a continuous c.A.P.C. for f!). If 'f} is either the class of all cost problems
(F, a) in f!) with F subadditive or with F convex then two different such
measures yield different continuous c.A.P.c.s for G.

Example 4.13. The price correspondence t/J on ;ypc given by: if (F, a) E ;yP~,

t/J(F,a)={PER~ :p.a=F(a)}

obeys properties (4.1)-(4.3) and (4.5)-(4.8) but violates (4.4). However, any
price correspondence t/J:;ypc~U~=lRn that satisfies (4.2), (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and
(4.9) also obeys (4.4).

We finally address resealing invariance. It is possible to show that for any
price correspondence t/J:;ypc~U~=lRn satisfying (4.1)-(4.4), if (F,a)E;YP~ and
l' 111 <'<'< j . .

1lor a = 1=] = n, ai aj IS ratlOna,

t/J(F,a)={F'(a)}.

But whether this conclusion could be obtained without the rationality
requirement of a is not known to us.
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